Classic-Craft Canvas Collection
®

TM

A selling
opportunity
that covers
the spectrum.

Canvas Collection.
Aesthetics of wood. Performance of
fiberglass. A smooth, paintable door.
For years, Classic-Craft® doors have defined beauty, security
and durability for fiberglass doors. Now the Classic-Craft®
Canvas Collection delivers all of the performance of
Classic-Craft® in a smooth, paintable fiberglass door that
features all of the crisp, rich embossment details of custom
wood. Versatile enough to be painted inside or out to
match any home décor, this collection features five incredible styles with 11 decorative and a clear Low-E glass option
to meet the needs of today’s market.
TM

Affordable quality.
The perfect alternative to custom wood, far superior to
heavy-gauge steel, Canvas Collection doors are unlike
TM

anything currently in the marketplace.

1-panel plank
craftsman

5-panel

n

Architecturally correct details, including 26" wide
center panels and square edges

n

Won’t rust, dent, or scratch like heavy gauge steel;
won’t rot or warp like wood

n

ENERGY STAR®-qualified for maximum efficiency

n

Clear Low-E glass standard, 11 decorative glass
designs optional

n

Premium construction provides enhanced
safety and security

n

Available with 12" and 14" flush-glazed sidelites

n

Limited Lifetime warranty; Tru-Defense® eligible

2-panel square top

2-panel plank
soft arch

4-panel arch top

CLASSIC-CRAFT®
CANVAS COLLECTION

CUSTOM
WOOD

HEAVY-GAUGE
STEEL

HOME CENTER
FIBERGLASS

The door that positions
you to sell more
competitively by offering
premium quality and
unparalleled performance
at an affordable
price point.
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AFFORDABILITY

Differentiating your business.
You’ve never offered a door like this…
because there has never been a door like
Canvas CollectionTM. Until now, customers
who wanted rich, crisp detail chose
custom wood. Those who required
affordability chose steel or economy
smooth fiberglass. The Canvas CollectionTM
provides the best of both worlds.
With 5 styles and 11 decorative glass
options to choose from, your customers
can create an entry that showcases their
style and personality. Which means you’ll
have an easier time selling and fewer
callbacks.
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